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Thanks to a time-honored facade, a contemporary Brookhaven dwelling by Harrison Design coexists peacefully with its traditional neighbors.

**Detailed Respite**

In the living room of this Brookhaven home, Baker Furniture sofas are a cozy spot to watch the TV, which is otherwise concealed in a custom media cabinet fabricated by Morgan Creek Cabinetry.
Cozy Corner

A pendant by Mattaliano illuminates a quartet of swivel chairs with rounded backs gathered around a square cocktail table from Baker Furniture in the great room.
“THESE CLIENTS ARE HIP, AND THEY WERE READY FOR A SEXY AND MORE MODERN INTERIOR.” — Karen Ferguson

Open Air
above: A mix of painted and exposed brick creates a more contemporary feeling for the otherwise traditional manse. left: A NanaWall glass wall system opens up to create a sprawling indoor-outdoor space with magnificent vistas of the neighboring golf course. An electronic Lutron shade rolls down for privacy or insect control, while teak furnishings from Restoration Hardware and concrete stools from McGuire Furniture create a comfortable arrangement near the outdoor fireplace.
Dine by Design
Designer Karen Ferguson won an ASID Award for best product for her design of the leather-skirted host and hostess chairs in the dining room.
FITTING IN DOESN’T NECESSARILY MEAN giving up one’s own personality. For example, the three-bedroom brick abode that architect William H. Harrison and interior designer Karen Ferguson designed for empty nesters in Brookhaven has a traditional gabled form that allows it to blend in with the neighboring homes. Inside, however, it’s a different story.

“These clients are hip, and they were ready for something sexy and more modern,” Ferguson explains. The duo drove the point home in the front foyer, where a contemporary steel stairway with walnut treads appears to float in the space. While the sculptural element makes a grand first impression, it’s barely visible from the front sidewalk.

“The brick columns create a veil that hides the modern element behind it,” Harrison says.

This effortless blend of old and new is a hallmark of this residence’s design. A black-painted center island, for example, juxtaposes the white shiplap walls and perimeter cabinetry in the spacious kitchen.

The neutral palette flows into the sprawling living room, which is divided into two distinct seating areas. In one, a simple pendant light illuminates a quartet of barrel-back swivel chairs nestled around a square cocktail table. In the other, plush sofas face the tailored limestone fireplace. Texture in the form of linens, leathers and hair on hide add interest to the white walls and walnut flooring.

“They wanted a modern house with no clutter, and throughout the project, I had to remind them of that,” Ferguson says, pointing to the simple metal lantern-style chandelier over the custom dining table and skirted chairs. “It’s open and airy. We didn’t want anything fussy.”

Both the living and dining areas have a floor-to-ceiling glass NanaWall sliding door system that opens to a brick-walled loggia with bluestone tile flooring. For much of the year, all the doors are open, creating a large indoor-outdoor space that is ideal for entertaining.
“THEY WANTED A MODERN HOUSE WITH NO CLUTTER, AND THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT, WE HAD TO REMIND THEM OF THAT.”

— Karen Ferguson
Clever Solutions
Shiplap wall paneling conceals the refrigerator and range hood in the spacious kitchen, which has perimeter cabinets with quartzite countertops and an island with granite countertops.
Serene Spaces
The third-floor balcony overlooking the golf course has Bison ipe wood decking and is outfitted with a handsome fireplace. Right in the master bedroom, a crystal chandelier echoes the lines in the tailored wool draperies, which are a Holland & Sherry fabric.

Simple Symmetry
In the master bathroom, a pair of mirrors fabricated by Kevin Grisso of Custom Artisan Group have been suspended from the ceiling above a white vanity with chrome detailing.
There’s another balcony off of the master suite, where leather-wrapped sconces flank an upholstered bed dressed in sumptuous neutral bedding. Lack of color is also a defining characteristic of the en suite bathroom, which is clad with veiny white marble. “It feels like you’re in a cloud,” Ferguson says.

You could say the same about the upper-level terrace, which is tucked discreetly into the attic’s roofline. Although the owners originally feared that they would never use the third-floor space, Harrison lobbied hard for it. “You can see all the large buildings beyond the tree line,” Harrison explains. Outfitted with a fireplace, it has become one of the couple’s favorite spots.

Ecstatic about the end result, the homeowners hosted a sit-down dinner to thank everyone involved in the renovation. And although both Ferguson and Harrison had spent months perfecting the project, experiencing the home as a guest provided them with a whole new appreciation for the space.

“This is a simple house full of natural light and beautiful views,” Harrison says. “That’s a really nice way to live.” See Resources, page six.